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Abstract
A quadratic convergence bound for scaled iterates by the serial Jacobi method for
Hermitian positive definite matrices is derived. By scaled iterates we mean the matrices
[diag(H(k))]−1/2H(k)[diag(H(k))]−1/2, where H(k), k  0, are matrices generated by the
method. The bound is obtained in the general case of multiple eigenvalues. It depends on
the minimum relative separation of the eigenvalues. © 2002 Elsevier Science Inc. All rights
reserved.
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1. Introduction
In [11] we derived a quadratic convergence bound for scaled Jacobi iterates
provided the initial symmetric positive definite matrix H has simple eigenvalues. Let
H(k), k  0,H(0) = H be the matrices generated by the serial (i.e. the column- or the
row-cyclic) Jacobi method. Let n be the matrix order and H(N), N = n(n− 1)/2, the
matrix obtained after one cycle. Let H(k)S =(k)
−1
H(k)(k)
−1
, (k)=[diag(H (k))]1/2,
k  0, be the scaled iterates. The result [11, Theorem 6] reads
αN 
0.715
γ
α20 provided that α0 
1
4
min
{
1
n
, γ
}
,
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where αk = ‖(H (k)S )‖F, k  0, ‖ · ‖F denotes the Frobenius norm, γ the minimum
relative gap in the spectrum (see relations (8) and (9) here) and(X) = X − diag(X)
for any matrix X. In [11] the author discussed some numerical applications of this
result, especially those connected with the stopping criterion of the method. The
importance of the result is enhanced when the eigenvalues cluster around the origin.
In this paper we derive a quadratic convergence bound for scaled Jacobi iterates in
the general case which includes complex Jacobi algorithm and multiple eigenvalues
of the initial Hermitian positive definite matrix. The estimate proved here is a gener-
alization to complex Hermitian matrices of the estimate for real symmetric matrices
presented in the author’s Ph.D. thesis [10] which was written under the supervision
of Professor Vjeran Hari.
Since the proof of the main result is pretty complex, the paper is organized as
follows. In Section 2 recent results on the structure of scaled diagonally dominant
positive definite matrices are presented. In Section 3 a brief description of the He-
rmitian–Jacobi method is given. In Section 4 some auxiliary results dealing with
nonunitary transformations H(k)S → H(k+1)S are derived. The main result (Theorem
6) is proved in Section 5. Since the proofs of auxiliary lemmas are long and tedious
we give them as a technical report.
2. Scaled diagonally dominant matrices
Let Cn×n denote the set of complex matrices of order n. Let H ∈ Cn×n be a
positive definite matrix. Since H is Hermitian its eigenvalues and diagonal elements
are real and positive. Let the eigenvalues of H be ordered nonincreasingly,
λ1 = λ2 = · · · = λs1
> λs1+1 = · · · = λs2 > · · · > λsp−1+1 = · · · = λsp , (1)
where sp = n. Then p is the number of distinct eigenvalues of H and for each i,
1  i  p, ni = si − si−1 (s0 = 0) is the multiplicity of λsi . We assume that the
rows and columns of H are so permuted that for the corresponding sets of indices
Nr =
{
t ∈ N : sr−1 + 1  t  sr
}
, 1  r  p, (2)
and for the diagonal elements holds
(∀t ∈Nl ) (∀q ∈Nr ) l < r ⇒ htt > hqq. (3)
Note that assumption (3) is a generalization of the usual condition
h11  h22  · · ·  hnn. (4)
According to the partition n = n1 + n2 + · · · + np we define for any X ∈ Cn×n the
block-matrix partition
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X =
X11 . . . X1p... ...
Xp1 . . . Xpp
 , Xij ∈ Cni×nj , 1  i, j  p. (5)
In the sequel we use the following notation (cf. [7]):
diag(X) = diag(x11, . . . , xnn), the diagonal of X,
(X) = X − diag(X), the off-diagonal part of X,
π(X) = diag(X11, . . . , Xpp), the block-diagonal part of X,
τ(X) = X − π(X), the off-block-diagonal part of X.
For 1  i  p we set
πi(X) = Xii,
τi(X) = [Xi1 · · ·Xi,i−1Xi,i+1 · · ·Xip].
For a positive definite matrix H, the matrix
HS = [diag(H)]−1/2H [diag(H)]−1/2 (6)
is referred to as scaled matrix 1 of H or shorter scaled H. Note that the scaled matrix
has ones on diagonal. If ‖(HS)‖  α < 1 then H is α-scaled diagonally dominant
(α-s.d.d.) matrix with respect to the norm ‖ · ‖ (see [1]). Since H is positive definite,
H is also referred to as α-s.d.d. positive definite (α-s.d.d.p.d.).
In the sequel ‖X‖2 and ‖X‖F denote the spectral and the Frobenius norm of X,
respectively. The relative gap function rg of two real arguments is defined by (see
[7])
rg(a, b) =

|a−b|
|a|+|b| , |a| + |b| > 0,
0, a = b = 0.
(7)
Using relation (1) one can define the relative gap of λsi in the spectrum of H,
γi = min
1jp
j /=i
rg(λsi , λsj ), 1  i  p, (8)
and the minimum relative gap
γ = min
1ip
γi . (9)
Note that for positive a and b, 0  rg(a, b) < 1, hence for positive definite H, 0 <
γi < 1, 1  i  p.
The following result [7, Corollary 3.2] reveals the special structure of an α-s.d.d.
matrix. 2
Theorem 1. Let H ∈ Cn×n be a positive definite matrix satisfying conditions (1)
and (3). If
1 We use definitions restricted to positive definite matrices.
2 The original assumption h11  h22  · · ·  hnn is replaced with the weaker one (3).
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where HS and γ are defined by relations (6) and (9), respectively, then
(i)
∑
j∈Nr
∣∣∣∣1− λsrhjj
∣∣∣∣2 + ∥∥(πr(HS))∥∥2F  4γ 2r ∥∥τr(HS)∥∥4F, 1  r  p,
(ii)
n∑
j=1
∣∣∣∣1− λjhjj
∣∣∣∣2 + ∥∥(π(HS))∥∥2F  2γ 2 ∥∥τ(HS)∥∥4F.
We see that for a positive definite α-s.d.d. matrix with α < γ/3, the off-diagonal
elements of diagonal blocks which are affiliated with the same eigenvalue are quad-
ratically small with respect to ‖τ(HS)‖F. The same is true for the relative distance
|λsi − hjj |/hjj , j ∈Ni . This structure has impact on the rate of convergence of
scaled iterates in Jacobi method.
3. The Hermitian–Jacobi method
Here a short description of Jacobi method for computing the eigendecomposi-
tion of Hermitian matrices is given. Let H be a Hermitian matrix of order n. Jacobi
method generates sequence of matrices (H (k), k  0) by the rule
H(k+1) = (U(k))∗H(k)U(k), k  0, H (0) = H, (10)
where U(k), k  0, are unitary plane matrices of the form(
U(k)
)
ii
= (U(k))
jj
= cosϕ(k),(
U(k)
)
ij
= −(U(k))
ji
= eıωk sinϕ(k),(
U(k)
)
lm
= δlm whenever {l, m} ∩ {i, j} = ∅.
(11)
Here ı denotes the imaginary unit, z the complex conjugate of z ∈ C and δlm is the
Kronecker delta. Let H(k) = (h(k)lm ), k  0. The pair of indices (i, j) = (i(k), j (k))
is called pivot pair and h(k)ij the pivot element. Relation (10) defines the kth step or
the kth iteration of the method.
For h(k)ij /= 0 the angles ϕ(k) and ωk are chosen to satisfy
h
(k+1)
ij = 0.
We assume the usual choice
eıωk = h
(k)
ij∣∣h(k)ij ∣∣ , i.e. ωk = arg
(
h
(k)
ij
)
, (12)
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tan 2ϕ(k) = 2
∣∣h(k)ij ∣∣
h
(k)
jj − h(k)ii
, ϕ(k) ∈ [−/4, /4]. (13)
For h(k)ij = 0, the kth step is skipped, i.e. ωk = ϕ(k) = 0 is presumed. If H is real sym-
metric, all ωk are set zero. So all U(k) are orthogonal and all H(k) are real symmetric.
In this case |h(k)ij | in relation (13) is replaced by h(k)ij .
Using the notation c(k) = cosϕ(k), s(k) = sinϕ(k) and t (k) = tanϕ(k), the trans-
formation formulas read
h
(k+1)
ij = 0,
h
(k+1)
il = h(k+1)li = c(k)h(k)il − eıωk s(k)h(k)j l , l ∈ {i, j},
h
(k+1)
j l = h(k+1)lj = c(k)h(k)j l + e−ıωk s(k)h(k)il , l ∈ {i, j},
h
(k+1)
ii = h(k)ii −
∣∣h(k)ij ∣∣t (k),
h
(k+1)
jj = h(k)jj +
∣∣h(k)ij ∣∣t (k),
h
(k+1)
lm = h(k)lm , l, m ∈ {i, j}.
(14)
From relation (14) we obtain for l ∈ {i, j}∣∣h(k+1)il ∣∣2 = (c(k))2∣∣h(k)il ∣∣2 + (s(k))2∣∣h(k)j l ∣∣2 − 2s(k)c(k)(eıωkh(k)il h(k)j l ), (15)∣∣h(k+1)j l ∣∣2 = (c(k))2∣∣h(k)j l ∣∣2 + (s(k))2∣∣h(k)il ∣∣2 + 2s(k)c(k)(eıωkh(k)il h(k)j l ). (16)
Here (z) denotes the real part of z. If H is real then in relations (14)–(16), ωk and
|h(k)il |, |h(k)j l |, |h(k)ij | are replaced by 0 and h(k)il , h(k)j l , h(k)ij , respectively.
The way of selecting pivot pairs is called pivot strategy. It can be identified with a
functionF : N0 → Pn, where N0 = N ∪ {0} andPn = {(l, m) : 1  l < m  n}.
We consider only cyclic pivot strategies which are defined by the condition F(t +
rN) =F(t), 0  t < N, r ∈ N0, where
N = n(n− 1)
2
. (17)
The most common cyclic strategies are the row- and the column-cyclic ones, also
called serial strategies, defined by the orderings
(1, 2), (1, 3), . . . , (1, n), (2, 3), . . . , (2, n), . . . , (n− 1, n)
and
(1, 2), (1, 3), (2, 3), (1, 4), . . . , (1, n), (2, n), . . . , (n− 1, n),
respectively. Every N subsequent iterations, starting with 0, N, 2N, . . . make one
cycle or sweep of the method. Under the serial strategies the method is globally con-
vergent, i.e. for every initial H, limk→∞H(k) = diag(λ1, . . . , λn), where λ1, . . . , λn
is an ordering of the eigenvalues of H. This is proved in [4]. In the case of simple ei-
genvalues, the method is quadratically convergent (see [15]). In the case of multiple
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eigenvalues, the method converges quadratically provided the diagonals converg-
ing to the same eigenvalue occupy successive positions on the diagonal. Under this
condition it has been proved in [6] that∥∥(H((r+1)N))∥∥F  1.8δ ∥∥(H(rN))∥∥2F, r  r0, (18)
holds, provided that ‖(H (r0N))‖F  δ/3. Here δ = min{λl − λm : λl > λm} is the
minimum absolute gap in the spectrum of H.
Let H ∈ Cn×n be positive definite. Then all H(k), k  0, are positive definite and
scaled iterates are defined by
H
(k)
S =
[
diag(H (k))
]−1/2
H(k)
[
diag(H (k))
]−1/2
, k  0. (19)
We shall frequently use the off-diagonal part of H(k)S ,
A(k) = (H(k)S ) = H(k)S − I, k  0, (20)
and its off-norm,
αk =
∥∥(H(k)S )∥∥F, k  0. (21)
Note that all diagonal elements of A(k) = (a(k)lm ), k  0, are zero and the off-diagonal
elements are given by
a
(k)
lm =
h
(k)
lm√
h
(k)
ll h
(k)
mm
, l /= m, k  0. (22)
The purpose of this paper is to prove the quadratic convergence of αk per cycle, i.e.
a result that resembles to (18) if ‖(H (rN))‖F and δ are replaced by αrN and γ ,
respectively.
4. The effects of nonunitary transformations
It is well known that the off-norm of H(k) reduces monotonically by the rule∥∥(H(k+1))∥∥2F = ∥∥(H(k))∥∥2F − 2∣∣h(k)ij ∣∣2, k  0.
This property is not shared with the sequence of scaled matrices since
H
(k+1)
S =
(
(k+1)
)−1(
U(k)
)∗(k)H (k)S (k)U(k)((k+1))−1,
where (r) = diag(H (r)), r  0, is not a unitary transformation. In fact the off-norm
of scaled matrices can temporarily increase during the process. Our first task will be
to find a uniform upper bound for this growth during one (say, the first) cycle. In our
analysis we shall need the following auxiliary results. Their proofs can be found in
the technical report. H can be complex or real.
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Lemma 2. Let H = (hlm) be a positive definite matrix of order n. Suppose H˜ is
obtained from H by applying a single Jacobi step which annihilates the element hij .
Let A = (alm) and A˜ = (˜alm) be defined by
A = HS − I, HS = −1/2H−1/2,  = diag(H),
A˜ = H˜S − I, H˜S = ˜−1/2H˜ ˜−1/2, ˜ = diag(H˜ ).
Then
(i) |˜ail |2 + |˜ajl |2 = |ail |
2 + |ajl |2 − 2(aij ailajl)
1− |aij |2
 |ail |
2 + |ajl |2
1− |aij | , l ∈ {i, j},
(ii) ‖A˜‖2F − ‖A‖2F  |aij |
‖A‖2F − 2|aij |
1− |aij | .
If in addition ‖A˜‖F > ‖A‖F, then
(iii) |aij |  12‖A‖
2
F.
We see that only quadratically small (in the scaled sense) pivot element can cause
the growth of ‖A‖F. Now we are able to find an upper bound for the finite sequence
α0, α1, . . . , αN provided that α0 is small enough.
Lemma 3. Let H be a positive definite matrix of order n  3 and let N be given
by relation (17). Let H(0) = H,H(1), . . . , H (N) be obtained by applying N Jacobi
steps to H under any ordering. Let αk be defined by relation (21). If
α0 
1
6n
,
then
α2k  ckα20, 0  k  N,
with
ck =
(
1+ 0.0036
n2
)k
< 1.002, 0  k  N.
The latest result shows that the growth of αk during one cycle is very slow, provid-
ed the initial matrix is sufficiently scaled diagonally dominant. In another words, if
the initial matrix is α0-s.d.d. then all matrices generated in the first cycle are α-s.d.d.
with
α = √1.002 · α0  1.001α0. (23)
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The quadratic convergence bounds shall be derived for the column-cyclic strat-
egy. During the annihilations of the elements in the first r − 1 columns (2  r − 1
 n− 1), the norm of the rth column does not change. However, this is not true
for the scaled matrices. The following lemma estimates how much the norm of
the affected part of the rth column can increase after s(s − 1)/2, s  r , Jacobi
rotations.
Lemma 4. Let H be as in Lemma 3. Let H(0) = H,H(1), . . . , H (N) be obtained by
applying N Jacobi steps to H under the column-cyclic strategy. Let
η(k)sr =
[
a
(k)
1r , . . . , a
(k)
sr
]T
, 1  s < r  n, 0  k  N,
and
Qs = 1+ 2+ · · · + (s − 1). (24)
If
α0 
1
6n
,
then ∥∥η(Qs)sr ∥∥2F  Ks∥∥η(0)sr ∥∥2F,
where
Ks =
(
1− α/√2)−(2s−3) < 1.2854
and α is given by (23).
Now we can estimate the angle ϕ(k).
Lemma 5. Let H(0) = H,H(1), . . . , H (N) be as in Lemma 4. In addition, let H(0)
satisfy condition (3) and
α0 
1
6
min
{
1
n
, γ
}
, n  3, (25)
where α0 and γ are defined by relations (21) and (9), respectively. Then for each
0  k  N the following relations hold:
(i) (1− 0.0279γ )λsr < h(k)tt < (1+ 0.0281γ )λsr , t ∈Nr , 1  r  p,
(ii) rg
(
h
(k)
tt , h
(k)
qq
)
> 0.9454γ, t ∈Nl , q ∈Nr , l /= r,
(iii)
∣∣ tanϕ(k)∣∣  0.529 ∣∣a(k)ij ∣∣
γ
, i ∈Nl , j ∈Nr , l /= r.
In (iii) (i, j) = (i(k), j (k)) is the pivot pair.
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From Lemma 5(i) it follows immediately that for any 0  k1, k2  N ,
0.9455 < 1− 0.0279γ
1+ 0.0281γ <
h
(k1)
tt
h
(k2)
qq
<
1+ 0.0281γ
1− 0.0279γ < 1.0577,
t, q ∈Nr , 1  r  p, (26)
holds. Also, assertion (i) (see also its proof) implies
h
(k1)
tt > h
(k2)
qq , t ∈Nl , q ∈Nr , l < r. (27)
If k = k1 = k2 in relation (27), we obtain relation (3) stated for matrix H(k). Thus, if
the diagonal elements of the initial matrix are arranged to satisfy (3) and H satisfies
assumption (25), then relation (3) will hold for all matrices H(0), . . . , H (N).
5. Quadratic convergence of scaled iterates
The quadratic convergence bound for the scaled matrices in Jacobi method will be
derived for the column-cyclic strategy. It will then automatically hold for the whole
class of equivalent cyclic strategies (see [5]), e.g. it will hold for the row-cyclic
strategy. In accordance with the assumptions of Lemmas 3 and 5, we first formulate
asymptotic assumptions.
5.1. Asymptotic assumptions
The following assumptions are sufficient to prove the quadratic convergence of
scaled iterates:
(A1) H ∈ Cn×n, n  3, is Hermitian positive definite matrix, satisfying
α0 
1
6
min
{
1
n
, γ
}
,
where α0 and γ are defined by relations (21) and (9), respectively.
(A2) The diagonal elements of H satisfy relation (3), i.e.
(∀t ∈Nl ) (∀q ∈Nr ) l < r ⇒ htt > hqq,
where the sets Nr , 1  r  p, are defined by relation (2).
The first condition (A1) shows to what extent H has to be almost diagonal in the
scaled sense. The constant 1/6 can be increased to a certain extent. Here it is chosen
to obtain a moderate quadratic convergence bound. The second condition (A2) can
be removed in the case of simple eigenvalues.
In practice however, one generally does not know whether the eigenvalues of
H are simple or not. So in order to preserve the quadratic convergence under the
serial strategies (or similar ones, see [12]), the algorithms are designed to order the
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diagonals during the process (see the LAPACK auxiliary routine SLAEV2 or the
construction of some efficient strategies from [13]). Thus, assumption (A2) can be
achieved in practice in earlier stage of the process as condition (4).
5.2. The main theorem
Here we state the main result and prove it briefly. The details of the proof are
given in Section 5.3 and in the technical report.
Theorem 6. Let H ∈ Cn×n satisfy the asymptotic assumptions (A1) and (A2). Let
the sequence H(0) = H,H(1), . . . , H (N) be generated by the column-cyclic Jacobi
method. Then
αN 
√
5
2
· α
2
0
γ
,
where α0, αN and γ are defined by relations (21) and (9), respectively.
Proof. The proof of Theorem 6 is long and complicated. It uses the induction over
the set {1, 2, . . . , p}. First, we introduce notation. Let
Et = [e1, e2, . . . , et ], 1  t  n,
where In = [e1, e2, . . . , en] is the identity matrix of order n. We denote by triu(X)
the upper-triangular part of X, i.e.
Y = triu(X) ⇐⇒ ylm =
{
xlm, l  m,
0, l > m,
where Y = (ylm), X = (xlm).
Recall from relation (20) that A(k) = (A(k)ij ) denotes the matrix H(k)S − I parti-
tioned in accordance with relation (5). For 1  t  n we define matrices
M
(k)
t = ETt A(k)Et , (28)
N
(k)
t = ETt A(k), (29)
T
(k)
t = triu
[
ETt
(
A(k) −
p∑
l=1
⊕A(k)ll
)
Et
]
, (30)
where ⊕ denotes the direct sum. Zero superscripts are omitted, e.g. A = A(0), Mt =
M
(0)
t , etc. In Fig. 1 matrices Mt , Nt and Tt are sketched.
We shall also make use of certain blocks of A(k), k  1:
F
(k)
r =
(
a
(k)
ij
)
, 1  i  sr−1 < j  sr , Fr = F (0)r ,
F
(k)
r =
(
a
(k)
ij
)
, sr−1 < j  sr < i  n, F r = F (0)r ,
G
(k)
r =
(
a
(k)
ij
)
, 1  i  sr , max{i, sr−1} < j  sr , Gr = G(0)r .
(31)
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Fig. 1.
Fig. 2.
In formulas we shall assume that empty blocks F1, F T1 , Fp, F
T
p have zero norm.
Note that Fr , F r and Gr conform with partition (5). These blocks are sketched in
Fig. 2.
In the proof of Theorem 6 we shall use the inequality∥∥T (Qsr )sr ∥∥F  Cr · ‖Nsr‖2Fγ , 1  r  p, (32)
where Qsr is given by (24) and Cr is defined by
Cr = 0.9
r∏
i=1
(
1+ 25‖Gi‖
2
F
γ 2
)1/2
, 1  r  p. (33)
Using the inequality∏
l
(1+ xl) 
(
1−
∑
l
xl
)−1
, xl  0,
∑
l
xl < 1, (34)
and assumption (A1), we obtain from relation (33)
C2r 
0.92
1− 25∑ri=1 ‖Gi‖2Fγ 2 
0.92
1− 25 α202γ 2
 0.9
2
1− 12.5 · (1/6)2 < 1.241.
Thus we have uniform bounds for Cr ,
0.9  Cr <
√
1.241, 1  r  p. (35)
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The proof of relation (32) uses induction with respect to r. We divide it into three
parts. In the first part the base of induction is checked. In the second and third parts
the induction step is proved.
Part I. If r = 1, T (Qs1 )s1 ∈ Cn1×n1 is zero, and hence (32) holds for r = 1. Next as-
sume that∥∥T (I)sr−1∥∥F  Cr−1 · ‖Nsr−1‖2Fγ (36)
holds for some 1  r  p, where I := Qsr−1 = 1+ 2+ · · · + (sr−1 − 1) is the su-
perscript obtained after rotating the element at position (sr−1 − 1, sr−1).
Part II. To prove the induction step we consider Qsr −Qsr−1 steps in which the
elements of Gr are rotated in the columnwise fashion. Note that this ordering (of
annihilations) of the elements of Gr is equivalent to the ordering obtained by con-
catenating the columnwise ordering associated with Fr and the columnwise ordering
associated with Arr . This fact is proved later.
Let II := Qsr−1 + sr−1(sr − sr−1) = I+ sr−1nr be the superscript obtained after
completition of the annihilations in the block F (I)r . We shall prove∥∥T (II)sr−1∥∥F  Cr−1 · ‖Nsr‖2Fγ , (37)
∥∥F (II)r ∥∥F  4.356‖Nsr‖2Fγ 2 ‖Gr‖F. (38)
Part III. Let III := Qsr = 1+ 2+ · · · + (sr − 1) = II+ nr(nr − 1)/2 be the su-
perscript obtained after completion of the annihilations in the block A(II)rr . We shall
prove ∥∥F (III)r ∥∥F  1.021∥∥F (II)r ∥∥F, (39)
T (III)sr−1 = T (II)sr−1 . (40)
In Fig. 3 we illustrate by arrows which part of the iterated matrix is operated upon
in Parts I–III. Note that for the sake of proof of Theorem 6 we use the concept of
equivalent strategies which deliver the same matrices at the end of the corresponding
processes.
To finish the proof, we use relations (40), (39), (37), (38), (33) and (35) to obtain∥∥T (III)sr ∥∥2F = ∥∥T (III)sr−1 ∥∥2F + ∥∥F (III)r ∥∥2F

∥∥T (II)sr−1∥∥2F + 1.0212∥∥F (II)r ∥∥2F
 C2r−1
‖Nsr‖4F
γ 2
+ 1.0212 · 4.3562 · ‖Nsr‖
4
F
γ 4
‖Gr‖2F
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Fig. 3.
 C2r−1
[
1+
(
1.021 · 4.356
0.9
)2
· ‖Gr‖
2
F
γ 2
]
· ‖Nsr‖
4
F
γ 2
 C2r
‖Nsr‖4F
γ 2
. (41)
This completes the induction step. Thus we have proved relation (32). The proof of
Theorem 6 goes on in the simple way. We have
α2N = 2
∥∥T (N)sp ∥∥2F + p∑
i=1
∥∥A(N)ii ∥∥2F
 2
∥∥T (N)sp ∥∥2F + 2γ 2 · (2∥∥T (N)sp ∥∥2F)2  2∥∥T (N)sp ∥∥2F
(
1+ 4
γ 2
∥∥T (N)sp ∥∥2F)
 2C2p
‖Nsp‖4F
γ 2
(
1+ 4C2p
‖Nsp‖4F
γ 4
)
 2C2p
α40
γ 2
(
1+ 4C2p
α40
γ 4
)
 2 · 1.241 ·
(
1+ 4 · 1.241 · (1/6)4
)
· α
4
0
γ 2
 2.5 · α
4
0
γ 2
, (42)
where
∑p
i=1 ‖A(N)ii ‖2F has been bounded by Theorem 1(ii). This completes the proof
of Theorem 6. In the case of simple eigenvalues the constant
√
5/2 can be further
decreased (see [11]). 
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5.3. Details of the proof
Here we present the proof of relation (32) in all details. However, to make the
paper shorter we have moved the proofs of auxiliary lemmas to the technical
report.
We start our consideration by showing that the same matrices are obtained if the
columnwise ordering of annihilations in Gr is replaced by first the columnwise or-
dering of annihilations within Fr and afterwards by the columnwise annihilations
within Arr . This is indicated in Fig. 4 in a more general setting (indices q and w can
be specialized to sr−1 and sr , respectively).
Here S1, S2 and S denote the sequences of pivot pairs:
S1 =
(
(1, q + 1), (2, q + 1), . . . , (q, q + 1),
(1, q + 2), (2, q + 2), . . . , (q, q + 2),
· · ·
(1, w), (2, w), . . . , (q, w)
)
,
S2 =
(
(q + 1, q + 2),
(q + 1, q + 3), (q + 2, q + 3),
· · ·
(q + 1, w), (q + 2, w), . . . , (w − 1, w)),
S = ((1, q + 1), (2, q + 1), . . . , (q, q + 1),
(1, q + 2), (2, q + 2), . . . , (q, q + 2), (q + 1, q + 2),
· · ·
(1, w), (2, w), . . . , (w − 1, w))
and + denotes the concatenation of these sequences. Starting with S1 + S2 we have
to show that using only admissible transpositions the sequence S can be reached.
An admissible transposition is a simple interchange of two adjacent pairs (µk, νk),
(µk+1, νk+1) provided that {µk, νk} ∩ {µk+1, νk+1} = ∅.
Fig. 4.
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Lemma 7. S1 + S2 ∼ S, i.e. the sequence S1 + S2 is equivalent to S.
Proof. Starting with S1 + S2 we use admissible transposition to move (q + 1, q +
2) just behind (q, q + 2), then we move both (q + 1, q + 3) and (q + 2, q + 3) just
behind (q, q + 3), etc. Finally, the subsequence (q + 1, w − 1), . . . , (w − 2, w − 1)
is moved just behind (q,w − 1). 
Using [6, Lemma 1.1] we conclude that the both sequences of pivot pairs: S and
S1 + S2 yield the same matrix H(III) and therefore A(III) = H(III)S − I.
Since we have already checked relation (32) for r = 1 (Part I), we proceed with a
detailed proof of the induction step.
Part II. Here the elements of F
(Qsr−1 )
r are rotated by columns. We consider the
sequence of matrices A(Qsr−1+tsr−1) = H(Qsr−1+tsr−1)S − I, 0  t  nr , where t = 0
corresponds to the initial matrix in this part. Let
wm = Qsr−1 + (m− 1− sr−1)sr−1, sr−1 + 1  m  sr . (43)
We consider annihilations of the elements in the fixed (mth) column within the
block Fr (Fig. 5). Note that the superscript wm corresponds to the stage just before
annihilation of the elements of column m. We have:
Lemma 8. Let H satisfy the assumptions of Theorem 6. Let wm be defined by rela-
tion (43). Then
(i) a(wm+k)km = 0, 1  k  sr−1,
(ii)
∣∣a(wm+k)lm ∣∣  √1.015
(∣∣a(wm)lm ∣∣+ 1.058γ
k∑
t=1
∣∣a(wm)lt a(wm+t−1)tm ∣∣
)
,
1  k  sr−1, k < l  m− 1,
Fig. 5.
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(iii)
∣∣a(wm+k)lm ∣∣  1.066γ
k∑
t=l+1
∣∣a(wm+t−1)tm ∣∣
×
(∣∣a(wm)lt ∣∣+ 0.273γ ∣∣a(wm+l−1)lm a(wm+l−1)tm ∣∣
)
,
1  l < k  sr−1,
(iv)
∣∣a(wm+sr−1)lt ∣∣  ∣∣a(wm)lt ∣∣+ 0.529γ (∣∣a(wm+l−1)lm a(wm+l−1)tm ∣∣
+∣∣a(wm+t−1)lm a(wm+t−1)tm ∣∣) , 1  l /= t  sr−1,
(v)
∣∣a(wm+sr−1)lt ∣∣  ∣∣a(wm)lt ∣∣+ 0.529γ ∣∣a(wm+l−1)lm a(wm+l−1)tm ∣∣,
1  l  sr−1 < t < m.
Using Lemma 8 we can estimate the elements of the mth column prior to and after
annihilations in this column. Let
η(k)m =
[
a
(k)
1m, . . . , a
(k)
sr−1,m
]
, sr−1 + 1  m  sr , 0  k  N, (44)
ρm =
[
a1m, a2m, . . . , am−1,m
]
, sr−1 + 1  m  sr . (45)
Lemma 9. Let H satisfy the assumptions of Theorem 6. Let wm, η(wm)m and M(wm)sr−1
be defined by relations (43), (44) and (28), respectively. Then
(i)
sr−1∑
l=1
∣∣a(wm+ql)lm ∣∣2  µ2m∥∥η(wm)m ∥∥2F for any 0  ql < l, 1  l  sr−1,
(ii)
sr−1∑
l=1
∣∣a(wm+ql)lm ∣∣2  0.569µ2mγ 2 ∥∥η(wm)m ∥∥2F
×
(∥∥M(wm)sr−1 ∥∥F + 0.387µ2mγ ∥∥η(wm)m ∥∥2F
)2
for any l  ql  sr−1, 1  l  sr−1,
where
µm =
√
1.015
1− 0.754
γ
‖M(wm)sr−1 ‖F
. (46)
The following lemma estimates the norms of the matrices Msr−1 and Tsr−1 after
the annihilations in the mth column of the block Fr are completed.
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Fig. 6.
Lemma 10. Let H satisfy the assumptions of Theorem 6. Then for sr−1 + 1  m 
sr hold
(i)
∥∥M(wm+1)sr−1 ∥∥F  ∥∥M(wm)sr−1 ∥∥F + 0.749µ2m‖η(wm)m ‖2Fγ
×
[
1+
√
0.569
γ
(∥∥M(wm)sr−1 ∥∥F + 0.387µ2mγ ∥∥η(wm)m ∥∥2F
)]
,
(ii)
∥∥T (wm+1)sr−1 ∥∥F  ∥∥T (wm)sr−1 ∥∥F + 0.529µ2m‖η(wm)m ‖2Fγ
×
[
1+
√
0.569
γ
(∥∥M(wm)sr−1 ∥∥F + 0.387µ2mγ ∥∥η(wm)m ∥∥2F
)]
,
where η(k)m and µm are defined by relations (44) and (46), respectively.
The elements of blockArr also change when the annihilations in the block Fr take
place. In the following lemma we consider the element at position (q,m), sr−1 + 1 
q < m  sr . It changes during the annihilations in the qth and later in the mth column
of the block Fr (Fig. 6).
Lemma 11. Let H satisfy the assumptions of Theorem 6. Let sr−1 + 1  q < m 
sr and let wq, wm, η(k)q , η(k)m , µq, µm be defined by relations (43), (44) and (46).
Then
(i)
∣∣a(wm+l)qm ∣∣  √1.015(∣∣a(wm)qm ∣∣+ 1.058µmγ ∥∥η(wm)q ∥∥F ∥∥η(wm)m ∥∥F
)
,
0  l  sr−1,
(ii)
∣∣a(wm)qm ∣∣ = ∣∣a(wq+1)qm ∣∣  √1.015(∣∣a(wq)qm ∣∣+ 1.058µqγ ∥∥η(wq)q ∥∥F · ∥∥η(wq)m ∥∥F
)
.
In the preceding three lemmas we have estimated certain matrix elements after
rotating some (or all) elements of the mth column of Fr via the elements of matrix
at stage before these rotations took place. Our aim is to obtain bounds expressed in
terms of the initial data, i.e. the elements of the scaled matrix A. For that purpose we
use the induction hypothesis stated by relation (36).
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Lemma 12. Let H satisfy the assumptions of Theorem 6. If the hypothesis (36)
holds, then∥∥M(I)sr−1∥∥F  3.134‖Nsr−1‖2Fγ , I = 1+ 2+ · · · + (sr−1 − 1).
With Lemma 12 we can prove:
Lemma 13. Let H satisfy the assumptions of Theorem 6. Let wm and µm be de-
fined by relations (43) and (46), respectively. If the hypothesis (36) holds, then for
sr−1 + 1  m  sr , we have
(i) µm  µ = 1.079 ,
(ii) ‖M(wm+1)sr−1 ‖F  3.134 ‖Nm‖
2
F
γ
,
(iii) ‖T (wm+1)sr−1 ‖F  Cr−1 ‖Nm‖
2
F
γ
.
For m = sr the assertion (iii) is just relation (37). Let us consider now the qth
column in Fr (sr−1 + 1  q  sr ) after the annihilations in it have been completed.
Lemma 14. Let H satisfy the assumptions of Theorem 6. Let sr−1 + 1  q  sr and
let wm, η(k)m and ρm be defined by relations (43), (44) and (45), respectively. If the
hypothesis (36) holds, then∥∥η(wsr+1)q ∥∥F  1.012∥∥η(wq+1)q ∥∥F + 0.66γ
sr∑
m=q+1
∣∣a(wq+1)qm ∣∣ · ‖ρm‖F,
where for q = sr the empty sum is assumed to be zero.
Now we are able to prove relation (38).
Lemma 15. Let H satisfy the assumptions of Theorem 6. If the hypothesis (36)
holds, then∥∥F (II)r ∥∥F  4.356 · ‖Nsr‖2Fγ 2 ‖Gr‖F.
By proving relations (37) and (38), Part II of the proof is completed.
Part III. Operating on the matrix Msr−1 and on the block Fr altogether II = Qsr−1 +
(sr − sr−1)sr−1 Jacobi rotations have been performed. After that the elements of
the diagonal block Arr are rotated. Matrices M(II)sr−1 and T
(II)
sr−1 will not change at this
stage which implies relation (40). However, this is not the case with the block Fr .
For sr−1 + 2  m  sr , let
vm = Qsr−1 + (sr − sr−1)sr−1 + (m− sr−1 − 1)(m− sr−1 − 2)/2. (47)
The index vm corresponds to the stage just before rotating of the elements of mth
column within Arr .
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Lemma 16. Let H satisfy the assumptions of Theorem 6, where vm is defined by
relation (47). Then∥∥F (vsr+1)r ∥∥F  1.021 · ∥∥F (vsr−1+2)r ∥∥F.
The last lemma proves relation (39) and completes Part III of the proof. The rest
of the proof has been given in the preceding subsection.
6. Comments and numerical tests
Let us recall the estimates obtained for the Hermitian–Jacobi method applied to a
positive definite matrix H. We have the classical result with absolute gap (see relation
(18)) which can be stated as follows:
‖(H ((k+1)N))‖F
δ
 1.8 ·
(
‖(H (kN))‖F
δ
)2
,
provided that
‖(H (kN))‖F
δ
 1
3
, (48)
and the new result with relative gap and scaled off-norm (see Theorem 6):
‖(H ((k+1)N)S )‖F
γ
 1.6 ·
(
‖(H (kN)S )‖F
γ
)2
, (49)
provided that max
{
‖(H (kN)S )‖F
γ
, n‖(H (kN)S )‖F
}
 1
6
.
Let us inspect the situation when the new result improves the classical result.
Suppose that H has a cluster of tiny eigenvalues. If
λ = a · 10−k, µ = b · 10−(k+l), 1  a, b < 10, k, l ∈ N,
are the smallest representatives from that cluster, we have
δ  λ− µ = 10−k(a − b · 10−l ),
rg(λ, µ) = λ− µ
λ+ µ =
a − b · 10−l
a + b · 10−l =
1− c · 10−l
1+ c · 10−l , c =
b
a
.
We see that the absolute gap δ strongly depends on k and is very tiny even for
small k. On the contrary, the relative gap does not depend on k any more. Since
0.1 < a/b < 10 and l  1, rg(λ, µ) can be close to one. Therefore, minimum rela-
tive gap can be large when eigenvalues cluster around zero. From this simple analysis
we conclude that the new result (49) is likely to be superior to the classical result (48)
when close eigenvalues are tiny (e.g. graded matrices, positive semidefinite matrices
of small rank perturbed by positive definite matrices of very small norm).
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We have performed some numerical tests. Test matrices have been generated by
several algorithms, of which we describe the simplest one. First, the positive definite
symmetric matrix A = (aij ) with aij = 2i − 1+ n− j is generated, and then A is
scaled as DAD where diagonal matrix D is defined by the vector d. Vector d is gen-
erated using three integer parameters. The following FORTRAN 77 code has been
used in obtaining the starting matrices.
DO I=1,N
DO J=N,I,-1
A(I,J)=DBLE(2*I-1+N-J)
A(J,I)=A(I,J)
ENDDO
ENDDO
M=N/2
DO I=1,M
D(I)=1D1**(DBLE(I1)+DBLE((I2-I1)*(I-1))/DBLE(M-1))
ENDDO
DO I=M+1,N
D(I)=1D1**(DBLE(I2)+DBLE((I3-I2)*(I-M))/DBLE(N-M))
ENDDO
DO I=1,N
DO J=I,N
A(I,J)=A(I,J)*DSQRT(D(I)*D(J))
A(J,I)=A(I,J)
ENDDO
ENDDO
The computation was done using double precision arithmetic. Visual Fortran Stan-
dard Edition 5.0D compiler of Digital corp. has been used.
The parameters I1, I2 and I3 are integers between −8 and 8 and N is matrix
order. The parameters have been varying by three nested loops, and N has been
chosen between 10 and 300.
We have considered how well ‖(H (rN))‖F and ‖(H (rN)S )‖F, r = 1, 2, . . ., qual-
ify to predict the number of cycles needed to reach the stopping criterion. As stoping
criterion, we have chosen the one of Rutishauser. However, instead of using sophis-
ticated Rutishauser’s transformation formulas, we have used the LAPACK routine
DLAEV2 and the BLAS 1 routine DROT.
In all performed diagonalizations, the quantity ‖(H (rN)S )‖F has been equal or
superior to ‖(H (rN))‖F as predictor on the number of remaining cycles till conver-
gence. Say, for given n  60, in around 10% of tested matrices (the eigenvalues must
be clustered around origin and the minimum relative gap γ must be much larger than
the minimum absolute gap δ), the quantity ‖(H (rN)S )‖F has been notably superior
to ‖(H (rN))‖F. Let us pick one such example.
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Table 1
Diagonal elements Computed eigenvalues Residual norms
a1 ≈ 0.2000000000E−05 λ˜1 ≈ 0.423842522E+04 0.6095E−14
a2 ≈ 0.2205972519E−05 λ˜2 ≈ 0.967624197E+02 0.1806E−13
a3 ≈ 0.2433097151E−05 λ˜3 ≈ 0.287392357E+02 0.1085E−12
a4 ≈ 0.2683540531E−05 λ˜4 ≈ 0.141059012E+02 0.1266E−12
a5 ≈ 0.2959690708E−05 λ˜5 ≈ 0.822207156E+01 0.6709E−13
a196 ≈ 0.2732732335E+03 λ˜196 ≈ 0.207442151E−07 0.1683E−06
a197 ≈ 0.3003967197E+03 λ˜197 ≈ 0.176778637E−07 0.1656E−06
a198 ≈ 0.3302102171E+03 λ˜198 ≈ 0.148693798E−07 0.1609E−06
a199 ≈ 0.3629803141E+03 λ˜199 ≈ 0.122554143E−07 0.1546E−06
a200 ≈ 0.3990000000E+03 λ˜200 ≈ 0.971040680E−08 0.1347E−06
Table 2
r ‖(H(rN))‖F ‖(H(rN)S )‖F
0 0.29E+04 0.99E+02
1 0.10E+03 0.38E+01
2 0.20E+01 0.24E+01
3 0.15E+00 0.26E+01
4 0.13E−01 0.13E+01
5 0.34E−03 0.69E+00
6 0.69E−06 0.31E−01
7 0.31E−08 0.53E−03
8 0.11E−11 0.17E−06
9 0.13E−18 0.17D−13
ForN = 200, I1 = −8, I2 = −4, I3 = −8, we display the five largest and small-
est diagonal elements and eigenvalues. This can serve to get an idea about the matrix,
its norm, condition number, absolute and relative gaps. We also display the norms of
residuals ‖AV ei − λ˜iV ei‖2/λ˜i , where λ˜i is the computed ith largest eigenvalue and
V is the computed eigenvector matrix. This gives us an insight on the accuracy of the
computed eigenpairs (see Table 1).
The absolute and relative gaps have been computed a posteriori: δ ≈ 0.2545×
10−8, γ ≈ 0.04603. Since γ  δ, we can expect that the scaled iterates behave more
regularly than the ordinary iterates. Table 2 shows that straightforwardly.
We see that due to tiny δ, the quantity ‖(H (rN))‖F behaves strangely; after qua-
dratic reduction in the 5th and 6th cycles one would expect further quadratic reduc-
tions. However, at the end of 6th cycle, ‖(H (rN))‖F ≈ 0.69× 10−6 is larger than δ,
the classical quadratic convergence result cannot be applied, and there is no warranty
for further quadratic reductions.
On the other hand, since γ is large, the quantity ‖(H (rN)S )‖F behaves regular-
ly. Namely, by the main theorem, the condition ‖(H (rN)S )‖F < γ/200 implies that
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‖(H (rN)S )‖F reduces quadratically for r > 6. Not only that ‖(H (rN)S )‖F reduces
quadratically, but it gives a lower bound on the number of sure digits in diagonal
elements. Even better bound for that is the quantity
√
2‖(H (rN)S )‖2F/γ (see Theo-
rem 1). Note that in cases like here, when ‖(H (rN)S )‖F < 1, there are simple ways
to compute the needed lower bound for γ (see [7]).
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Appendix A
Since in the proofs we use only the Frobenius matrix norm, we shall denote it by
‖ · ‖.
Proof of Lemma 2. (i) In the considered Jacobi step only the ith and the jth row
and column change. Using relations (15) and (16) we obtain(|˜ail |2 + |˜ajl |2)− (|ail |2 + |ajl |2)
=
(
|˜hil |2
h˜iihll
+ |˜hjl |
2
h˜jj hll
)
−
(
|hil |2
hiihll
+ |hjl |
2
hjjhll
)
= 1
hll
·
(
|˜hil |2
h˜ii
+ |˜hjl |
2
h˜jj
− |hil |
2
hii
− |hjl |
2
hjj
)
=
(
c2
h˜ii
+ s
2
h˜jj
− 1
hii
)
· |hil |
2
hll
+
(
c2
h˜jj
+ s
2
h˜ii
− 1
hjj
)
· |hjl |
2
hll
+ 2sc ·
(
1
h˜jj
− 1
h˜ii
)
· (e
ıωhilhjl)
hll
,
where s and c denote sine and cosine of the rotation angle and eıω = hij /|hij |. Let
t = s/c. Using relations (13) and (14) a simple calculation yields
c2
h˜ii
+ s
2
h˜jj
− 1
hii
= c
2(hjj + |hij |t)+ s2(hii − |hij |t)
(hjj + |hij |t) · (hii − |hij |t) −
1
hii
= c
2hjj + s2hii + |hij |t (c2 − s2)
hiihjj − |hij |t (hjj − hii + |hij |t) −
1
hii
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= hjj − s
2(hjj − hii)+ |hij |t cos 2ϕ
hiihjj − |hij |t (2|hij | cot 2ϕ + |hij |t) −
1
hii
= hjj − s
2 · 2|hij | cot 2ϕ + |hij |t cos 2ϕ
hiihjj − |hij |2t (2 cot 2ϕ + t) −
1
hii
= hjj − |hij |t cos 2ϕ + |hij |t cos 2ϕ
hiihjj − |hij |2t · (1/t) −
1
hii
= hjj
hiihjj − |hij |2 −
1
hii
= |hij |
2
hii(hiihjj − |hij |2)
= |aij |
2
1− |aij |2 ·
1
hii
.
In a similar way one obtains
c2
h˜jj
+ s
2
h˜ii
− 1
hjj
= |aij |
2
1− |aij |2 ·
1
hjj
and
2sc ·
(
1
h˜jj
− 1
h˜ii
)
= 2sc · hii − hjj − 2t |hij |
h˜ii h˜jj
= − (hjj − hii) tan 2ϕ cos 2ϕ + 2|hij | · 2s
2
hiihjj − |hij |2
= −2|hij |(c
2 − s2)+ 2|hij | · 2s2
hiihjj − |hij |2
= − 2|hij |
hiihjj − |hij |2 = −
1√
hiihjj
· 2|aij |
1− |aij |2 .
Using the obtained expressions we have(|˜ail |2 + |˜ajl |2)− (|ail |2 + |ajl |2)
= |aij |
2
1− |aij |2
(|ail |2 + |ajl |2)− 2|aij |1− |aij |2(eıωailajl)
= |aij |
2
1− |aij |2
(|ail |2 + |ajl |2)− 2(aij ailajl)1− |aij |2 ,
which is the first part of (i) (equality). Note that in the last equality we have used
aij = |aij |eıω. Note that HS is positive definite with ones on diagonal. Therefore
|aij | < 1. The second part of (i) (inequality) follows from
|2(aij ailajl)|  2|aij ailajl |  |aij |
(|ail |2 + |ajl |2).
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Fig. 7
(ii) Using (i) we have
‖A˜‖2 − ‖A‖2 = 2
n∑
l=1
l /=i,j
[(|˜ail |2 + |˜ajl |2)− (|ail |2 + |ajl |2)]− 2|aij |2
 2|aij |
1− |aij |
n∑
l=1
l /=i,j
(|ail |2 + |ajl |2)− 2|aij |2
 2|aij |
1− |aij |
(‖A‖2
2
− |aij |2
)
− 2|aij |2
= |aij |
1− |aij |
(‖A‖2 − 2|aij |).
(iii) This assertion follows from the assumption ‖A˜‖ > ‖A‖ and the assertion (ii).

Proof of Lemma 3. The proof goes in the same way as the proof of [11, Lemma 3]
with suitable modifications of constants. 
Proof of Lemma 4. We consider only the first Qs Jacobi steps under the column-
cyclic strategy. To simplify the proof we replace the column-cyclic ordering within
Ms with the row-cyclic ordering (see Fig. 7).
We now consider the first s − 1 annihilations in the first row, then s − 2 annihila-
tions in the second row, etc. in the same way as in the proof of [11, Lemma 9]. We
obtain∥∥η(Qs)sr ∥∥2  1
(1− a)2s−3
∥∥η(0)sr ∥∥2, 1  s < r  n, (A.1)
where
a = max
{∣∣a(k)i(k),j (k)∣∣ : 0  k < Qs} , (A.2)
and finally we obtain the assertion. 
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Proof of Lemma 5. (i) Using Lemma 3 we have
αk 
√
1.002 · α0 
√
1.002 · γ
6
<
γ
3
, 0  k  N. (A.3)
Let us consider the matrices H˜ (k) = P Tk H (k)Pk , 0  k  N , where each Pk is
a permutation matrix chosen in such a way that relation (3) holds for the diagonal
elements of H˜ (k) = (˜h(k)lm ). Using Theorem 1(i) we obtain for 1  r  p,
1− α
2
k
γr
< 1− 2
∥∥τr(H˜ (k)S )∥∥2
γr
 λsr
h˜
(k)
tt
 1+ 2
∥∥τr(H˜ (k)S )∥∥2
γr
< 1+ α
2
k
γr
, t ∈Nr .
Hence we have
1
1+ α2k/γr
 h˜
(k)
tt
λsr
 1
1− α2k/γr
or equivalently
λsr
(
1− α
2
k/γr
1+ α2k/γr
)
 h˜(k)tt  λsr
(
1+ α
2
k/γr
1− α2k/γr
)
.
Using Lemma 3 and assumption (25) we obtain
α2k
γr
 1.002
α20
γ
= 1.002
(
α0
γ
)2
· γ  1.002
36
γ
and
α2k
γr
 1.002α0
γ
· α0  1.002 · 16 ·
1
18
 1.002
108
.
Hence
λsr
(
1− 1.002
36
γ
)
 h˜(k)tt  λsr
(
1+
1.002
36
1− 1.002108
γ
)
or
h˜
(k)
tt ∈ Dr , t ∈Nr , 1  r  p,
where
Dr =
{
x : (1− 0.0279γ )λsr < x < (1+ 0.0281γ )λsr
}
, 1  r  p. (A.4)
Using definition (9) of γ we obtain for l /= r ,
(1− 0.0279γ )max{λsl , λsr } − (1+ 0.0281γ )min{λsl , λsr }
 |λsl − λsr | − 0.0281γ (λsl + λsr )
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 γ (λsl + λsr )− 0.0281γ (λsl + λsr )
= (λsl + λsr ) · (1− 0.0281)γ
= 0.9719γ (λsl + λsr ).
Thus we have obtained
|x − y|  0.9719(λsl + λsr )γ whenever x ∈ Dl , y ∈ Dr , l /= r, (A.5)
which means that the intervals Dr , 1  r  p, are mutually disjoint. Therefore Dr
contains exactly nr = sr − sr−1 diagonal elements of H˜ (k) where 0  k  N . It re-
mains to prove that{
h˜
(k)
tt : t ∈Nr
} = {h(k)tt : t ∈Nr}, 1  r  p, (A.6)
holds for any 0  k  N . To prove relation (A.6) we use induction with respect to k.
The induction base is obvious since for k = 0 assumption (3) implies (A.6). Suppose
that (A.6) holds for some k, 0  k < N . In the induction step we have to prove that
h
(k)
tt ∈ Dr implies h(k+1)tt ∈ Dr , 1  r  p. (A.7)
According to relation (14), in the kth step only two diagonal elements that change:
h
(k)
ii and h
(k)
jj . So, relation (A.7) is obvious for t ∈ {1, . . . , n}\{i, j}. Suppose
h
(k)
ii ∈ Dl , h(k)jj ∈ Dr . (A.8)
If l = r , then h(k+1)ii ∈ Dl and h(k+1)jj ∈ Dl because eachDr , r /= l, contains exactly
nl diagonal elements of each matrix H(k), 0  k  N . If l /= r , then we have two
alternative possibilities:
h
(k+1)
ii ∈ Dl , h(k+1)jj ∈ Dr , (A.9)
or
h
(k+1)
ii ∈ Dr , h(k+1)jj ∈ Dl .
Using relations (14), (A.8), (A.4), (25), (A.3), (7)–(9) and the inequality linking
the geometric and arithmetic mean, we obtain∣∣h(k+1)ii − h(k)ii ∣∣= ∣∣h(k+1)jj − h(k)jj ∣∣ = ∣∣h(k)ij tanϕ(k)∣∣

∣∣a(k)ij ∣∣ ·√h(k)ii h(k)jj · 1
 αk√
2
· (1+ 0.0281γ ) ·√λsl λsr
 1√
2
· √1.002 · γ
6
· (1+ 0.0281γ ) · 1
2
(λsl + λsr )
< 0.061γ (λsl + λsr ). (A.10)
From relations (A.5) and (A.10) it follows that h(k)ii and h(k+1)ii (h(k)jj and h(k+1)jj )
cannot belong to different intervalsDl andDr (Dr andDl). Therefore, relation (A.9)
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and consequently relation (A.7) hold. This completes the induction step, the proof of
relation (A.6) and the proof of the assertion (i).
(ii) and (iii): Using (i) the proof goes in the same way as the proof of [11,
Lemma 5(i) and (ii)]. 
Proof of Lemma 8. Assertions (i)–(iv) are proven in the same way as [11, Lemma 7].
The term eıωk in the transformation formulas (14) does not make any difference
because the estimates take into account only absolute values of matrix elements.
(v) Note that the element at position (l, t), 1  l  sr−1 < t < m, changes only
once when the annihilations in the mth column within the block Fr take place. To
simplify notation we make a temporary translation of superscripts: wm + k → k and
omit the (translated) superscript 0. We have
h
(sr−1)
lt = h(l)lt = c(l−1)hlt − eıωl−1s(l−1)h(l−1)mt
and ∣∣a(sr−1)lt ∣∣  |hlt | +
∣∣s(l−1)h(l−1)tm ∣∣√
h
(sr−1)
ll h
(sr−1)
tt
, 1  l  sr−1 < t < m.
The rest of proof follows the lines of the proof of (iv). 
Proof of Lemma 9. Using Lemma 8 the proof is the same as the proof of [11,
Lemma 8] with suitable modification of constants. 
In the sequel we shall frequently use the inequality
(a + b)2  (1+ x)a2 +
(
1+ 1
x
)
b2, x > 0, (A.11)
that holds for a, b ∈ R. If a and b are of the same sign, then the equality is attained
for x = b/a. Such x will be referred as optimal x.
Proof of Lemma 10. We again omit the superscript wm (we use translation wm +
k → k) as well as the zero superscript.
(i) Using Lemma 8(iv), Lemma 9, inequality (A.11) and the Cauchy–Schwarz
inequality, we have
∥∥M(sr−1)sr−1 ∥∥2 = 2 sr−1−1∑
l=1
sr−1∑
t=l+1
∣∣a(sr−1)lt ∣∣2
 2
sr−1−1∑
l=1
sr−1∑
t=l+1
[
(1+ x1)|alt |2
+
(
1+ 1
x1
)(
0.529
γ
)2 (∣∣a(l−1)lm a(l−1)tm ∣∣+ ∣∣a(t−1)lm a(t−1)tm |)2
]
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 (1+ x1)‖Msr−1‖2 +
(
1+ 1
x1
)
2
(
0.529
γ
)2
×
(1+ x2) sr−1−1∑
l=1
∣∣a(l−1)lm ∣∣2
×
sr−1∑
t=l+1
(
a
(l−1)
tm
)2 + (1+ 1
x2
) sr−1−1∑
l=1
sr−1∑
t=l+1
∣∣a(t−1)lm ∣∣2∣∣a(t−1)tm ∣∣2

 (1+ x1)‖Msr−1‖2 +
(
1+ 1
x1
)
2
(
0.529
γ
)2 [
(1+ x2)
sr−1∑
l=1
∣∣a(l−1)lm ∣∣2
×
sr−1∑
t=l+1
(
a
(l−1)
tm
)2 + (1+ 1
x2
) sr−1∑
t=2
∣∣a(t−1)tm ∣∣2 t−1∑
l=1
∣∣a(t−1)lm ∣∣2

 (1+ x1)‖Msr−1‖2 +
(
1+ 1
x1
)
2
(
0.529
γ
)2
×
[
(1+ x2)µ4m‖ηm‖4 +
(
1+ 1
x2
)
µ2m‖ηm‖2 ·
0.569µ2m
γ 2
‖ηm‖2
×
(
‖Msr−1‖ +
0.387µ2m
γ
‖ηm‖2
)2 ]
.
Choosing the optimal x2 and then the optimal x1, we obtain
∥∥M(sr−1)sr−1 ∥∥2  (1+ x1)‖Msr−1‖2 + (1+ 1x1
)
2
(
0.529
γ
)2
µ4m‖ηm‖4
×
[
1+
√
0.569
γ
(
‖Msr−1‖ +
0.387µ2m
γ
‖ηm‖2
)]2
=
{
‖Msr−1‖ +
0.749µ2m‖ηm‖2
γ
×
[
1+
√
0.569
γ
(
‖Msr−1‖ +
0.387µ2m
γ
‖ηm‖2
)]}2
.
(ii) The proof is almost the same as the proof for (i). The only difference is that
instead of 2
∑sr−1−1
l=1
∑sr−1
t=l+1 we have
∑
(l,t)∈Lr−1 , where
Lr−1 =
{
(l, t) : sq−1 < l  sq < t  sr−1, 1  q  r − 2
}
.
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We obtain∥∥T (sr−1)sr−1 ∥∥2 = ∑
(l,t)∈Lr−1
∣∣a(sr−1)lt ∣∣2  ∑
(l,t)∈Lr−1
[
(1+ x1)|alt |2
+
(
1+ 1
x1
)(
0.529
γ
)2 (∣∣a(l−1)lm a(l−1)tm ∣∣+ ∣∣a(t−1)lm a(t−1)tm ∣∣)2
]
 (1+ x1)‖Tsr−1‖2 +
(
1+ 1
x1
)(
0.529
γ
)2
×
sr−1−1∑
l=1
sr−1∑
t=l+1
(∣∣a(l−1)lm a(l−1)tm ∣∣+ ∣∣a(t−1)lm a(t−1)tm ∣∣)2 .
The rest of proof is quite similar to the proof of (i). 
Proof of Lemma 11. (i) Note that wq (wm) corresponds to the stage when the pro-
cess starts annihilating the qth (mth) column. Using Lemmas 8(ii), 9(i) and the Cau-
chy–Schwarz inequality we obtain for 0  l  sr−1 and an arbitrary x1 > 0,
|a(wm+l)qm |2  1.015
[
(1+ x1)
∣∣a(wm)qm ∣∣2
+
(
1+ 1
x1
)(
1.058
γ
)2 ( l∑
t=1
∣∣a(wm)qt a(wm+t−1)tm ∣∣
)2 ]
 1.015
[
(1+ x1)
∣∣a(wm)qm ∣∣2
+
(
1+ 1
x1
)(
1.058
γ
)2 ( l∑
t=1
∣∣a(wm)qt ∣∣2
)(
l∑
t=1
∣∣a(wm+t−1)tm ∣∣2
)]
.
Taking the optimal x1 we obtain∣∣a(wm+l)qm ∣∣2  1.015 [∣∣a(wm)qm ∣∣+ 1.058µmγ ∥∥η(wm)q ∥∥ · ∥∥η(wm)m ∥∥
]2
.
(ii) Similarly, for an arbitrary x2 > 0, we have∣∣a(wm)qm ∣∣2 = ∣∣a(wm)mq ∣∣2 = ∣∣a(wq+sr−1)mq ∣∣2
 1.015
[
(1+ x2)
∣∣a(wq)mq ∣∣2 + (1+ 1
x2
)(
1.058
γ
)2
×
(
sr−1∑
t=1
∣∣a(wq)mt ∣∣2
)(
sr−1∑
t=1
∣∣a(wq+t−1)tq ∣∣2
)]
.
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Choosing the optimal x2 we have∣∣a(wm)qm ∣∣2  1.015 [∣∣a(wq)mq ∣∣+ 1.058µqγ ∥∥η(wq)m ∥∥ · ∥∥η(wq)q ∥∥
]2
. 
Proof of Lemma 12. Since H(k), 0  k  N , is α-s.d.d. positive definite with α =√
1.002α0 for which relation (27) holds, we can apply Theorem 1(i). Using yet (36),
we obtain
∥∥M(I)sr−1∥∥2 = 2∥∥T (I)sr−1∥∥2 + r−1∑
t=1
∥∥A(I)tt ∥∥2
 2C2r−1
‖Nsr−1‖4
γ 2
+ 4
γ 2
r−1∑
t=1
(∥∥F (I)t ∥∥2 + ∥∥F (I)t ∥∥2)2
 2C2r−1
‖Nsr−1‖4
γ 2
+ 4
γ 2
(
2
∥∥T (I)sr−1∥∥2 + ∥∥N(I)sr−1∥∥2 − ∥∥M(I)sr−1∥∥2)2 .
Using again (36) with Lemma 4, we have
∥∥N(I)sr−1∥∥2 − ∥∥M(I)sr−1∥∥2 = n∑
t=sr−1+1
∥∥η(I)sr−1,t∥∥2
Ksr−1
n∑
t=sr−1+1
∥∥η(0)sr−1,t∥∥2  1.2854‖Nsr−1‖2
and ∥∥M(I)sr−1∥∥2  2C2r−1 ‖Nsr−1‖4γ 2
+ 4
γ 2
(
2
‖Nsr−1‖2
γ 2
C2r−1‖Nsr−1‖2 + 1.2854‖Nsr−1‖2
)2

‖Nsr−1‖4
γ 2
2C2r−1 + 4
(
2
α20
γ 2
C2r−1 + 1.2854
)2

‖Nsr−1‖4
γ 2
[
2 · 1.241+ 4
(
2 · 1
36
· 1.241+ 1.2854
)2]
 3.1342
‖Nsr−1‖4
γ 2
. 
Proof of Lemma 13. Using induction with respect to m, sr−1 < m  sr , we shall
prove statements (i)–(iii) simultaneously. First we consider the case m = sr−1 + 1.
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Then wm = Qsr−1 = I. Using relation (46), Lemma 12 and asymptotic assumption
(A1), we obtain
µm 
√
1.015
1− 0.754 · 3.134 ‖Nsr−1‖2/γ 2︸ ︷︷ ︸
α20/γ 2

√
1.015
1− 0.754 · 3.134/36 < 1.079 = µ,
which is (i) for m = sr−1 + 1. Now, the latest inequality and Lemma 10(i) imply∥∥M(wm+1)sr−1 ∥∥ = ∥∥M(Qsr−1+sr−1)sr−1 ∥∥

∥∥M(Qsr−1 )sr−1 ∥∥+ 0.749µ2
∥∥η(Qsr−1 )m ∥∥2
γ
×
[
1+
√
0.569
γ
(∥∥M(Qsr−1 )sr−1 ∥∥+ 0.387µ2γ ∥∥η(Qsr−1 )m ∥∥2
)]
.
Using the inequality ‖η(Qsr−1 )m ‖2  1.2854‖ρm‖2, where ρm is defined by (45) (see
Lemma 4), Lemma 12 and (A1) we obtain
‖M(wm+1)sr−1 ‖  3.134
‖Nsr−1‖2
γ
+ 0.749µ
2 · 1.2854‖ρm‖2
γ
×
[
1+
√
0.569
γ
(
3.134
‖Nsr−1‖2
γ
+ 0.387µ
2 · 1.2854
γ
‖ρm‖2
)]
 3.134
‖Nsr−1‖2
γ
+ 1.121‖ρm‖
2
γ
[
1+
√
0.569
γ
· 3.134‖Nsr−1+1‖
2
γ
]
 3.134
‖Nsr−1‖2
γ
+ 1.121‖ρm‖
2
γ
[
1+√0.569 · 3.134 · α
2
0
γ 2
]
 3.134
‖Nsr−1‖2
γ
+ 1.121 · 1.07‖ρm‖
2
γ
 3.134
‖Nsr−1+1‖2
γ
= 3.134‖Nm‖
2
γ
,
and that is (ii) for m = sr−1 + 1. In the same way, from Lemma 10(ii) and relation
(36) we obtain∥∥T (wm+1)sr−1 ∥∥ = ∥∥T (Qsr−1+sr−1)sr−1 ∥∥  ∥∥T (Qsr−1 )sr−1 ∥∥+ 0.529 · 1.2854µ2γ ‖ρm‖2 · 1.07
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Cr−1
‖Nsr−1‖2
γ
+ 0.8‖ρm‖
2
γ
Cr−1
‖Nsr−1+1‖2
γ
= Cr−1 ‖Nm‖
2
γ
because Cr−1  0.9 > 0.8 (see (35)).
Thus we have proved (i)–(iii) for m = sr−1 + 1 that is we have the induction
base. We assume now that these three statements hold for some m− 1, sr−1 + 1 
m− 1 < sr . The induction step is proven in the same way as the induction base, but
instead of Lemma 12 and relation (36) we use the induction hypothesis (ii) and (iii),
respectively. That completes the proof. 
Proof of Lemma 14. Let q + 1msr . We consider the relation between ‖η(wm)q ‖
and ‖η(wm+1)q ‖. Lemma 8(v) together with (A.11) implies∥∥η(wm+1)q ∥∥2 = sr−1∑
l=1
∣∣a(wm+1)lq ∣∣2
 (1+ x)∥∥η(wm)q ∥∥2 + (1+ 1x
)(
0.529
γ
)2
×
sr−1∑
l=1
∣∣a(wm+l−1)lm ∣∣2∣∣a(wm+l−1)qm ∣∣2.
Using Lemmas 9(i), 11(i) and 13(i) we have for any x > 0,∥∥η(wm+1)q ∥∥2  (1+ x)∥∥η(wm)q ∥∥2 + (1+ 1x
)(
0.529µ
γ
)2 ∥∥η(wm)m ∥∥2
×1.015
(∣∣a(wm)qm ∣∣+ 1.058µγ ∥∥η(wm)q ∥∥ · ∥∥η(wm)m ∥∥
)2
.
If we take the optimal x, we obtain∥∥η(wm+1)q ∥∥2  [∥∥η(wm)q ∥∥+ 0.529µγ ∥∥η(wm)m ∥∥ · √1.015
×
(∣∣a(wm)qm ∣∣+ 1.058µγ ∥∥η(wm)q ∥∥ · ∥∥η(wm)m ∥∥
)]2
.
Now Lemma 4 yields
∥∥η(wm+1)q ∥∥ 
(
1+ 0.529 · 1.058
√
1.015µ2 · 1.2854
γ 2
‖ρm‖2
)
︸ ︷︷ ︸
zm
·∥∥η(wm)q ∥∥
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+ 0.529µ
√
1.015 · 1.2854
γ︸ ︷︷ ︸
z
·∣∣a(wq+1)qm ∣∣ · ‖ρm‖.
Repeating the same arguments for m = q + 1, q + 2, . . . , sr we have∥∥η(wq+2)q ∥∥  zq+1∥∥η(wq+1)q ∥∥+ z∣∣a(wq+1)q,q+1 ∣∣ · ‖ρq+1‖,∥∥η(wq+3)q ∥∥  zq+2∥∥η(wq+2)q ∥∥+ z∣∣a(wq+1)q,q+2 ∣∣ · ‖ρq+2‖,
...∥∥η(wsr+1)q ∥∥  zsr∥∥η(wsr )q ∥∥+ z∣∣a(wq+1)q,sr ∣∣ · ‖ρsr‖.
The above inequalities imply∥∥η(wsr+1)q ∥∥  ∥∥η(wq+1)q ∥∥ · sr∏
m=q+1
zm + z
sr∑
m=q+1
zsr · · · zm+1
∣∣a(wq+1)qm ∣∣ · ‖ρm‖.
Here empty products and sums are considered zero. Using inequality (34) and the
asymptotic assumption (A1) we obtain
sr∏
m=q+1
zm
n∏
m=2
(
1+ 0.844‖ρm‖
2
γ 2
)

(
1− 0.844
γ 2
n∑
m=2
‖ρm‖2
)−1

(
1− 0.844 α
2
0
2γ 2
)−1
 (1− 0.844/72)−1 < 1.012.
Finally, we have∥∥η(wsr+1)q ∥∥  1.012∥∥η(wq+1)q ∥∥+ 1.012
×0.529 · 1.079
√
1.015 · 1.2854
γ
sr∑
m=q+1
∣∣a(wq+1)qm ∣∣ · ‖ρm‖
 1.012
∥∥η(wq+1)q ∥∥+ 0.66
γ
sr∑
m=q+1
∣∣a(wq+1)qm ∣∣ · ‖ρm‖.
which completes the proof. 
Proof of Lemma 15. Since II = wsr+1, using Lemma 14 and the Cauchy–Schwarz
inequality, we have
∥∥F (II)r ∥∥2 = sr∑
q=sr−1+1
∥∥η(wsr+1)q ∥∥2
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 (1+ x)1.0122
sr∑
q=sr−1+1
∥∥η(wq+1)q ∥∥2 + (1+ 1
x
)
×0.66
2
γ 2
sr∑
q=sr−1+1
 sr∑
m=q+1
∣∣a(wq+1)qm ∣∣2
 sr∑
m=q+1
‖ρm‖2

︸ ︷︷ ︸
‖Gr‖2
.
In order to bound the first term above, we first use Lemmas 9(ii) and 13(i)
∥∥η(wq+1)q ∥∥2  0.569µ2
γ 2
∥∥η(wq)q ∥∥2 (∥∥M(wq)sr−1 ∥∥+ 0.387µ2γ ∥∥η(wq)q ∥∥2
)2
,
and after that Lemmas 4 and 13(ii)
∥∥η(wq+1)q ∥∥2  0.569µ2
γ 2
· 1.2854‖ρq‖2
×
(
3.134
‖Nq−1‖2
γ
+ 0.387µ
2 · 1.2854
γ
‖ρq‖2
)2
.
Using the definition of Nq−1 and ρq together with Lemma 13(i), we conclude that
3.134‖Nq−1‖2 + 0.4µ2 · 1.2854‖ρq‖2  3.134‖Nq‖2.
Thus, we have
∥∥η(wq+1)q ∥∥2  0.569 · 1.0792
γ 2
· 1.2854‖ρq‖2
(
3.134
‖Nq‖2
γ
)2
 0.85152‖ρq‖
2
γ 2
(
3.134
‖Nq‖2
γ
)2
 8.364‖ρq‖
2
γ 2
· ‖Nsr‖
4
γ 2
. (A.12)
To bound the second term we use Lemmas 11(ii), 13(i) and 4. We obtain for any
x > 0,
sr∑
q=sr−1+1
sr∑
m=q+1
∣∣a(wq+1)qm ∣∣2

sr∑
q=sr−1+1
sr∑
m=q+1
1.015
[
(1+ x)∣∣a(wq)qm ∣∣2
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+
(
1+ 1
x
)(
1.058µ
γ
)2
· 1.2854‖ρq‖2 · 1.2854‖ρm‖2
]
 1.015
(1+ x) sr∑
q=sr−1+1
sr∑
m=q+1
|aqm|2
+
(
1+ 1
x
)(
1.058µ · 1.2854
γ
)2 sr∑
q=sr−1+1
‖ρq‖2
sr∑
m=q+1
‖ρm‖2
 .
If we take the optimal x, we have
sr∑
q=sr−1+1
sr∑
m=q+1
∣∣a(wq+1)qm ∣∣2  1.015 [‖Arr‖√
2
+ 1.058µ · 1.2854
γ
‖Gr‖2
]2
.
(A.13)
Note that we have used here a(wq)qm = aqm, sr−1 + 1  q < m  sr . To bound ‖Arr‖
we use Theorem 1(i),
‖Arr‖  2
γ
(‖Fr‖2 + ‖F r‖2)  2
γ
‖Nsr‖2. (A.14)
Combining relations (A.12)–(A.14) we obtain
∥∥F (II)r ∥∥2  (1+ x)1.0122 sr∑
q=sr−1+1
‖ρq‖2
γ 2
· 8.364‖Nsr‖
4
γ 2
+
(
1+ 1
x
)
0.662
γ 2
×‖Gr‖2 · 1.015
[√
2
γ
‖Nsr‖2 +
1.058µ · 1.2854
γ
· ‖Nsr‖
2
2
]2
 ‖Nsr‖
4
γ 4
‖Gr‖2 · [(1+ x) · 8.566
+
(
1+ 1
x
)
· 0.4422(√2+ 0.529µ · 1.2854)2
]
.
Using Lemma 13(i), we obtain for the optimal x
∥∥F (II)r ∥∥2  ‖Nsr‖4
γ 4
‖Gr‖2
[√
8.566+√0.4422(√2+ 0.529 · 1.079 · 1.2854)]2
 4.3562 ‖Nsr‖
4
γ 4
‖Gr‖2. 
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Proof of Lemma 16. Let
B(II)r =
[
F
(II)
r
A
(II)
rr
]
, C(II)r =
[
A(II)rr ,
(
F (II)r
)T]
.
After nr(nr − 1)/2 Jacobi rotations in A(II)rr where nr = sr − sr−1, we obtain the
matrices
B(III)r =
[
F
(III)
r
A
(III)
rr
]
, C(III)r =
[
A(III)rr
(
F (III)r
)T]
.
Let (F (III)r )T = [η(III)1 , . . . , η(III)sr−1] be the column-partition of (F (III)r )T (similarly for
(F
(II)
r )
T). Since F (III)r = F (II)r Unr , where Unr is the product of Jacobi rotations
corresponding to one sweep of the process on A(II)rr , we conclude that (F (III)r )T
= UTnr (F (II)r )T. It means that for η(III)t , 1  t  sr−1, relation (A.1) holds, because
the situation is quite analogous. So,∥∥η(III)t ∥∥2  1
(1− a˜)2s−3
∥∥η(II)t ∥∥2, 1  t  sr−1, (A.15)
where (see also (A.2))
a˜ = max {∣∣a(k)i(k),j (k)∣∣ : II  k < III}.
Since A(k) is Hermitian, using Theorem 1(i) and Lemma 3, we obtain
a˜  1√
2
max
IIk<III
∥∥A(k)rr ∥∥
 1√
2
max
IIk<III
{
2
γ
(∥∥F (k)r ∥∥2 + ∥∥F (k)r ∥∥2)}
 1√
2
· 2
γ
· α
2
2
= 1√
2
· α
2
γ
,
where α is given by relation (23). Now, asymptotic assumption (A1) and the inequal-
ity (1+ x)m < 11−mx , x > 0, mx < 1, imply
1
(1− a˜)2nr−3 <
(
1
1− a˜
)2n−3
<
(
1
1− a˜
)2(n−1)
=
(
1+ a˜
1− a˜
)2(n−1)

(
1− (n− 1)a˜
1− a˜
)−2
=
(
1+ (n− 1)a˜
1− na˜
)2
<
1+ 1√2 · αn · αγ
1− 1√
2
· αn · α
γ
2
<
1+ 1√2 · 1.002 · 16 · 16
1− 1√
2
· 1.002 · 16 · 16
2 < 1.0212.
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If we now sum the both sides in (A.15) over 1  t  sr−1, the desired estimate is
obtained. 
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